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Abstract—As an important application in cloud computing,
cloud storage offers user scalable, flexible and high quality data
storage and computation services. A growing number of data
owners choose to outsource data files to the cloud. Because cloud
storage servers are not fully trustworthy, data owners need
dependable means to check the possession for their files
outsourced to remote cloud servers. To address this crucial
problem, some remote data possession checking (RDPC) protocols
have been presented. But many existing schemes have
vulnerabilities in efficiency or data dynamics. In this paper, we
provide a new efficient RDPC protocol based on homomorphic
hash function. The new scheme is provably secure against forgery
attack, replace attack and replay attack based on a typical
security model. To support data dynamics, an operation record
table (ORT) is introduced to track operations on file blocks. We
further give a new optimized implementation for the ORT which
makes the cost of accessing ORT nearly constant. Moreover, we
make the comprehensive performance analysis which shows that
our scheme has advantages in computation and communication
costs. Prototype implementation and experiments exhibit that the
scheme is feasible for real applications.
Index Terms—Cloud Storage, Data Possession Checking,
Homomorphic Hash Function, Dynamic Operations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

loud computing emerges as a novel computing paradigm
subsequent to grid computing. By managing a great
number of distributed computing resources in Internet, it
possesses huge virtualized computing ability and storage space
[1]. Thus, cloud computing is widely accepted and used in
many real applications [2]. As an important service for cloud
computing, cloud service provider supplies reliable, scalable,
and low-cost outsourced storage service to the users. It provides
the users with a more flexible way called pay-as-you-go model
to get computation and storage resources on-demand. Under
this model, the users can rent necessary IT infrastructures
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according to their requirement rather than buy them. Thus, the
up-front investment of the users will be reduced greatly. In
addition, it is convenient for them to adjust the capacity of the
rented resource while the scale of their applications changes.
Cloud service provider tries to provide a promising service
for data storage, which saves the users costs of investment and
resource. Nonetheless, cloud storage also brings various
security issues for the outsourced data. Although some security
problems have been solved [3-10], the important challenges of
data tampering and data lost are still existing in cloud storage.
On the one hand, the accident disk error or hardware failure of
the cloud storage server (CSS) may cause the unexpected
corruption of outsourced files. On the other hand, the CSS is
not fully trustworthy from the perspective of the data owner, it
may actively delete or modify files for tremendous economic
benefits. At the same time, CSS may hide the misbehaviors and
data loss accidents from data owner to maintain a good
reputation. Therefore, it is crucial for the data owner to utilize
an efficient way to check the integrity for outsourced data.
Remote data possession checking (RDPC) [11] is an
effective technique to ensure the integrity for data files stored
on CSS. RDPC supplies a method for data owner to efficiently
verify whether cloud service provider faithfully stores the
original files without retrieving it. In RDPC, the data owner is
able to challenge the CSS on the integrity for the target file. The
CSS can generate proofs to prove that it keeps the complete and
uncorrupted data. The fundamental requirement is that the data
owner can perform the verification of file integrity without
accessing the complete original file. Moreover, the protocol
must resist the malicious server which attempts to verify the
data integrity without accessing the complete and uncorrupted
data [12]. Another desired requirement is that dynamic data
operations should be supported by the protocol. In general, the
data owner may append, insert, delete or modify the file blocks
as needed. Besides, the computing complexity and
communication overhead of the protocol should be taken into
account for real applications.

A. Related Work
The first RDPC was proposed by Deswarte et al. [11] based
on RSA hash function. The drawback of this scheme is that it
needs to access the entire file blocks for each challenge. In 2007,
the provable data possession (PDP) model was presented by
Ateniese et al. [13], which used the probabilistic proof
technique for remote data integrity checking without accessing
the whole file. In addition, they supplied two concrete schemes
(S-PDP, E-PDP) based on RSA. Although these two protocols
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had good performance, it's a pity they didn't support dynamic
operations. To overcome this shortcoming, in 2008, they
presented a dynamic PDP scheme by using symmetric
encryption [14]. Nonetheless, this scheme still did not support
block insert operation. At the same time, lots of research works
[15-19] devoted to construct fully dynamic PDP protocols. For
instance, Sebé et al. [15] provided a RDPC protocol for critical
information infrastructures based on the problem to factor large
integers, which is easily adapted to support data dynamics.
Erway et al. [16] first presented a fully dynamic PDP scheme
(DPDP) by using authenticated skip list, which allowed data
owner to append, delete, insert and update file blocks at
anytime. Wang et al. [17] used Merkle hash tree (MHT) to
propose another dynamic method for remote data checking, in
which each block was hashed to be a leaf node of MHT. By
sorting all leaf nodes from left to right, the MHT implicitly
identified the block position which is essential for dynamic
operations. However, using MHT caused heavy computation
cost. In 2013, Yang and Jia [18] presented an efficient scheme,
in which an index table was utilized to support dynamic
operations. By the index table, the data owner recorded the
logical location and version number for each block for the
outsourced file. However, to delete or insert one data block, the
verifier had to find the position of the block and shift the
remaining entries to insert or delete a row in the index table,
which still incurred high computation cost. In [19], Chen et al.
provided a dynamic RDPC scheme by using homomorphic
hash function defined in [20]. Unfortunately, their scheme was
proved insecure by Yu et al. [21]. To overcome the drawback,
Yu et al. [21] presented a new RDPC protocol based on RDPC
scheme in [19] and proved the security. They also used MHT to
achieve data dynamic operations, which caused the same
shortcoming of inefficient as in [17].
In 2008, Curtmola et al. [22] first considered the remote
integrity checking for multiple replicas in cloud setting. They
assumed a scenario that the data owner stored certain replicas
of an important file on the server, it is necessary to verify
whether all these replicas are kept intact. To achieve this goal,
they presented a provable secure multiple replicas PDP scheme.
Hao and Yu [23] proposed a RDPC protocol for the multiple
replicas with public verifiability and privacy preservation.
Mukundan et al. [24] presented a dynamic multiple replicas
PDP, which supported dynamic operations on replicas while
holding the features of multiple replicas integrity checking. In
2015, Barsoum and Hasan [25] proposed a provable multi-copy
dynamic data possession scheme, which used map-version
table to carry out dynamic operations on multi-copy.
Zhu et al. [26] provided a cooperative provable data
possession (CPDP) scheme for integrity verification in
multicloud setting. Although they claimed the CPDP had the
security properties of completeness, knowledge soundness and
zero-knowledge, Wang and Zhang [27] proved that the CPDP
did not satisfy the knowledge soundness property. To avoid the
certificate management, Wang [28] proposed an identity-based
distributed PDP in multicloud storage. Chen [29] applied
algebraic signature defined in [30] to introduce a new remote
data checking protocol, which was proved to be insecure
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against replay attack and deletion attack [31]. Hao et al. [12]
presented a remote data integrity check protocol supporting
privacy-preserving, public verifiability and data dynamics.
However, Zhou and Li [32] pointed out that Hao's protocol
wasted storage space and couldn't resist active adversary's
attack. In 2015, Wang and Li [33] presented a certificate-based
remote data integrity checking scheme in public cloud, which
eliminates the key escrow problem.
Another branch of remote data checking is proof of
retrievability (PoR) which has extra function of recovering file
in case of failure compared with PDP. In 2007, Juels and
Kaliski [34] proposed the concept for PoR and formalized the
definition and security requirement. They presented a PoR
scheme using sentinels and error-correcting code to prove file
integrity and recover target file. Shacham and Waters [35] gave
two efficient and compact PoR protocols, which were built on
BLS signatures [36] and pseudorandom functions respectively.
Recently, several PoR protocols [37-39] were proposed to
enhance the security and improve the efficiency.

B. Motivation and Contribution
It is essential for data owners to verify the integrity for the
data stored on CSS before using it. For example, a big
international trading company stores all the imports and exports
record files on CSS. According to these files, the company can
get the key information such as the logistics quantity, the trade
volume etc. If any record file is discarded or tampered, the
company will suffer from a big loss which may cause bad
influence on its business and development. To avoid this kind
of circumstances, it is mandatory to check the integrity for
outsourced data files. Furthermore, since these files may refer
to business secret, any information exposure is unacceptable. If
the company competitor can execute the file integrity checking,
by frequently checking the files they may obtain some useful
information such as when the file changes, the growth rate of
the file etc, by which they can guess the development of the
company. Thus, to avoid this situation, we consider the private
verification type in our scheme, that is, the data owner is the
unique verifier. In fact, the current research direction of RDPC
focuses on the public verification, in which anyone can perform
the task of file integrity checking with the system public key.
Although RDPC with public verification seems better than that
with private verification, but it is unsuitable to the scenario
mentioned above.
Motivated by the above application scenarios, we present a
novel efficient RDPC scheme by using homomorphic hash
function [20], which has been used to construct RDPC schemes
[19,21]. Unfortunately, these schemes are either insecure or not
efficient enough. To overcome these drawbacks, we refer to the
idea of [35] and introduce a private key for each tag generation
in our RDPC scheme. Simultaneously, a new construction of
ORT is presented for data dynamic which can improve the
efficiency of the protocol greatly. Compared with the previous
ones, our scheme has better performance in term of
computation and communication. Our contributions are
summarized as follows:
We present a novel efficient RDPC scheme with data
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dynamics. The basic scheme utilizes homomorphic hash
function technique, in which the hash value of the sum for two
blocks is equal to the product for two hash values of the
corresponding blocks. We introduce a linear table called ORT
to record data operations for supporting data dynamics such as
block modification, block insertion and block deletion. To
improve the efficiency for accessing ORT, we make use of
doubly linked list and array to present an optimized
implementation of ORT which reduces the cost to nearly
constant level. We prove the presented scheme is secure against
forgery attack, replay attack and replace attack based on a
typical security model. At last we implement our scheme and
make thorough comparison with previous schemes. Experiment
results show that the new scheme has better performance and is
practical for real applications.

C. Organizations
The remainder of the paper is organized as follow. Section II
describes the preliminaries for our scheme. The construction of
our new scheme is presented in Section III. The security
analysis and performance analysis are demonstrated in Section
IV and Section V respectively. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we introduce the preliminary knowledge used
throughout this paper.

A. Homomorphic Hash Function
Inspired by [19] and [21], our scheme adopts the
homomorphic hash function defined in [20] as the basis, which
is described as following:
First, the algorithm HKeyGen( p , q , m, s )  K is utilized

to obtain the homomorphic key. It takes four security
parameters as inputs, in which  p and q are two discrete log
security parameters, m is the sector count of the message and
s is a random seed. It outputs the homomorphic key

K  ( p, q, g ) , where p and q are two random big primes
with the properties of | p |   p , | q |  q and q | ( p  1) ,

g  [ g1 , g2 , , g m ] is a 1 m row-vector composing of m

random values in Z *p with order q . The detailed process of

this algorithm is shown in Fig.1, in which the function f ( x) is
the pseudo-random number generator with seed s and outputs
the next number in its pseudo-random sequence, scaled to the
range {0,, x  1} [19].
The computation of the hash value X of the message S
represented by H ( S )  X is defined as following. S is
divided into m sectors S  ( s1 , s2 ,, sm ) , the hash value is

calculated as: H K ( S )   g isi mod p . For any two messages
m

i 1

Si and S j , where Si  ( s1i , s2i , , smi ) , S j  ( s1 j , s2 j ,, smj ) ,

we define Si  S j  ( s1i  s1 j , s2i  s2 j , , smi  smj ) mod q . The
homomorphic property of

H ()

can be verified by:

H ( Si  S j )   gt ti
m

t 1

 H ( Si )  H ( S j ) .

s  stj

3

mod p   gtsti mod p   gt tj mod p
m

m

t 1

t 1

s

Fig. 1. Homomorphic key generation algorithms

B. Operation Record Table
Refer to [18, 25], to support dynamic operations on file
blocks, we introduce a simple flexible data structure named
operation record table (ORT). The table is reserved on the data
owner side and used to record all the dynamic behaviors on file
blocks. ORT has a simple structure with only three columns,
that is Block Position( BP ) , Block Index( BI ) and Block

Version ( BV ) . The BP represents the physical index for the
current block in the file, normally its value is incremented by 1.
The BI represents the logical index for the current block,
which is not necessary equal to BP but relevant with the time
when the block appears in the file. The BV indicates the
current version for the block. If the data file is initially created,
the BV values for all blocks are 1. When one concrete block is
updated, its BV value is incremented by 1. It is noted that
using the ORT table will increase the storage overhead of the
data owner by O(n) , where n is the count of blocks. However,
this extra storage cost is very little. For example, a 1GB-file
with 16KB block size only needs 512KB space to store an ORT
realized by linked list (< 0.05% of the file size).

C. Outline of Our RDPC Protocol
In this paper, we investigate the cloud storage system
including two participants: CSS and data owner. The CSS has
powerful storage ability and computation resources, it accepts
the data owner's requests to store the outsourced data files and
supplies access service. The data owner enjoys CSS's service
and puts large amount of files to CSS without backup copies in
local. As the CSS is not assumed to be trustable and
occasionally misbehave, for example, modifying or deleting
partial data files, the data owner can check the integrity for the
outsourced data efficiently.
A RDPC scheme includes the following seven algorithms:
KeyGen(1k ,  p , q , m, s )  ( K , sk ) . The data owner executes
this algorithm to initialize the system and generate keys. It
inputs security parameters k ,  p , q , the message sector

number m and a random seed s , and outputs the
homomorphism key K and private key sk . Here the seed s
serves as a heuristic "proof", which the hash parameters are
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Fig. 2. Work procedure of our RDPC protocol

selected truthfully [19].
TagGen( K , sk , F )  T . This algorithm is executed by the data
owner to produce tags of the file. It inputs the homomorphic
key K , private key sk and file F , and outputs the tag set T
which is a sequential collection for tag of each block.
Challenge(c)  chal . The data owner executes the algorithm
to generate the challenge information. It takes the challenged
blocks count c as input and outputs the challenge chal .
ProofGen( F , T , chal )  P . The CSS executes this algorithm
to generate the integrity proof P . It inputs the file F , tag set
T and the challenge chal and outputs the proof P .
Verify ( K , sk , chal , P)  {1,0} . The data owner executes the
algorithm to check the integrity of the file using the proof P
returned from CSS. It takes homomorphism key K , private
key sk , challenge chal and proof P as inputs, and outputs 1
if P is correct, otherwise it outputs 0 .
PrepareUpdate( Fi ', i,UT )  URI . The data owner runs this
algorithm to prepare dynamic data operations on data blocks. It
takes new file block Fi ' , the block position i and the update
type UT as inputs, and outputs the update request information
URI . The parameter UT has three optional elements: insert,
modify and delete.
ExecUpdate(URI )  {Success, Fail} . The CSS runs this
algorithm to execute the update operation. It inputs URI and
outputs execution result. If the update operation is finished
successfully, it returns Success , otherwise returns Fail .
The complete work procedure of our RDPC protocol is
illustrated in Fig.2, in which solid lines and dash lines represent
the processes of data integrity checking and data dynamic
operations respectively.
D. Security Requirement
The CSS is not fully trusted since it might take malicious
behaviors on outsourced data and hide data corruption
occurrences from data owner so as to keep good reputation.
According to [18], the dishonest CSS may launch three types of
attacks on RDPC, namely forge attack, replay attack and
replace attack.
Forge attack: the CSS forges a valid tag for the challenged
block to cheat the data owner.
Replay attack: the CSS chooses a valid proof for possession
from previous proofs or other information, without accessing
the actual challenged block and tag.

Replace attack: the CSS utilizes the other valid pair for block
and tag as the proof of the challenged one, which may has been
tampered or discarded.
A secure RDPC protocol should be able to resist all the
attacks above, which guarantees that anyone who can construct
a valid proof passing the verification should actually possess
the entire file. Refer to [13, 19, 21], we use a data possession
checking game to captures the data possession property which
covers all the three attacks. The game which involves a
challenger  served as data owner and an adversary  served
as untrusted CSS is shown as follows:
Setup.  executes KeyGen algorithm to get the homomorphic
key K and private key sk . Both of them are kept secretly by  .
Query.  can make two types of queries with  :
 Tag query.  adaptively chooses amount of data blocks and
sends them to  for querying the tags.  executes the
TagGen algorithm to obtain a valid tag of each block and
returns all the tags to  .
 Proof verification query.  generates data possession
proofs for the blocks whose tags have been queried and
submits the proofs to  .  executes the Verify algorithm
to check the validation for the proofs and returns the
results to  . These queries can be repeated polynomial
times.
Challenge.  submits challenge chal to  and requires 
to reply data possession proof P of the challenged blocks.
Forge.  computes a proof P and returns it to  .  wins
the game if P is a correct proof.
Definition 1. A RDPC scheme is secure if any probabilistic
polynomial-time (PPT) adversary can win the data possession
game on a set of blocks with non-negligible advantage, there
exists a knowledge extractor which can extract the challenged
blocks with non-negligible probability.
III. OUR RDPC SCHEME

We first provide the basic RDPC scheme only for static data
integrity checking. Furthermore, we show the advanced RDPC
scheme supporting fully dynamic block operations based on
ORT.
A. Basic RDPC Scheme
We use the homomorphic hash function defined in [20] to
construct our basic RDPC scheme. Firstly, we define the
following functions used in our scheme. h : {0,1}*  {0,1}

p

is
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a secure hash function.  : Z q*  Z q*  Z q* is a pseudo-random

function



(PRF).

:

Z q*  {1,, n}  {1, , n}

is

a

pseudo-random permutation (PRP), where n is the count for
the blocks in a file.
The detailed RDPC scheme is defined as:
KeyGen(1k ,  p , q , m, s )  ( K , sk ) . With the inputs of the

security parameters k ,  p , q , the message sector number m

and the random seed s , the data owner runs the
HKeyGen( p , q , m, s) algorithm shown in Fig.1 to generate


homomorphic key K  ( p, q, g ) where g  [ g1 , g2 , , g m ] ,
and picks a random value sk  Z *p . The data owner keeps K

and sk private.
TagGen( K , sk , F )  T . Given a file F , the data owner first

splits F into n blocks F  {F1 , F2 ,, Fn } , then further splits

each block Fi into m sectors, that is Fi  { f1i , f 2i ,, f mi } ,
where 1  i  n . Suppose the block size in bits is  , we make
each sector be an element in Z q by setting m  ⌈  (q  1) ⌉.

The

tag

for

the

Fi

block

can

be

calculated

by

Ti  ( h(i )   g tfti ) sk mod p , where i  Fid || n || m || i and
m

t 1

the Fid denotes the identity of the file such as file name. After
computing all the tags, the data owner submits the file F along
with the tags set T  (T1 , T2 ,L , Tn ) to the CSS and deletes them
in local.
Challenge(c)  chal . The data owner picks two random
numbers k1 , k 2  Z q* and sends the challenge chal  (c, k1 , k2 )

to the CSS.
ProofGen( F , T , chal )  P . When the CSS receives the

challenge chal  (c, k1 , k2 ) from the data owner, it calculates the

challenge set C  {(vi , ai )} , where vi   (k1 , i ) , ai   (k2 , i )

for 1  i  c . Then it computes Fj   ai f jvi mod q for
c

1 j  m

i 1

and T   (Tvi ) mod p . Finally, the CSS
c

i 1

ai

responses P  ( F , T ) to the data owner as proof, where
F  ( F1 , F2 ,L , Fm ) .

Verify ( K , sk , chal , P)  {1,0} . Upon receiving the proof P

from the CSS, the data owner calculates vi   (k1 , i ) ,

ai   (k2 , i ) and hvi  h( Fid || n || m || vi ) for 1  i  c . Finally

the data owner checks whether the equation (1) holds:
( hvaii   g tFt ) sk mod p  T
c

m

i 1

t 1

?

(1)

If it holds, outputs 1, otherwise outputs 0.
If both the CSS and the data owner honestly execute the
basic RDPC scheme, the correctness can be proved as
following:

 ai ftvi

( h   g ) mod p  ( h   gt
c

i 1

ai
vi

m

t 1

Ft
t

c

sk

 ( hvaii   g t i
c

i 1

c

m

i 1 t 1

a  ftvi

i 1

ai
vi

m

c

i 1

t 1

5

) sk mod p

) sk mod p  ( (hvi  gt tvi ) ai ) sk mod p
c

i 1

m

f

t 1

  ((hvi  g t ) ) mod p   (Tvi ) mod p
c

i 1

T

m

t 1

ftvi

sk ai

c

i 1

ai

B. Dynamic RDPC Scheme
In real applications, outsourced data file is dynamic. This
inspires us to construct dynamic RDPC schemes with various
data block operations. In this paper, we use ORT table as the
auxiliary tool to support data dynamic operations. The similar
idea has been adopted by [18, 25]. To upgrade our static scheme
described in the sub-section III.A to be a fully dynamic scheme,
we have to do another two works. Firstly, we need to make
slight modification on the algorithm TagGen of the static
scheme. Secondly, we should implement the algorithms
ExecUpdate and PrepareUpdate , which are the core
functions for data dynamics. Then, we will present these two
works respectively.
Modification on TagGen . In the new TagGen algorithm,
besides doing all the works in static scheme, the data owner has
to initialize the ORT table and store the information for all the
blocks to the ORT. As shown in Fig.3, in initialization phase all
the BP values are the real indexes of blocks with ascending
order, the BI values are the same as BP , and the values of
BV are initialized to 1. Simultaneously, to enhance the
security of the dynamic RDPC protocol, i is updated to

i  Fid || m || BI i || BVi , where BI i and BVi denote the BI

value and the BV value of the block Fi .

PrepareUpdate( Fi ', i,UT )  URI . This algorithm is responsible
for preparing the pre-works for dynamic operations. The data
owner is able to execute three types of operations on his
outsourced file, namely 'insert', 'delete' and 'modify'. The
pre-works for the three dynamic operations will be finished by
the same algorithm PrepareUpdate with different parameters.
The three different situations are described as follows.
PrepareUpdate( Fi ', i, insert )  URI . For the 'insert' operation,
the value of the parameter UT is set to be 'insert'. The
parameter Fi ' denotes the new block to be inserted, and i is
the position where the new block will be inserted. The data
owner first inserts a new row after the ( i  1 )-th row in ORT,
and sets the values of the new entry to (i, Max{BI }  1, 1) ,

where Max{BI } means the max value of all BI in ORT. At
the same time, all the entries in the original ORT from the i -th
to the end move backward in order, with the all BP values
increasing 1. And then, the data owner calculates the new
tag Ti ' for the new block Fi ' by the algorithm TagGen , and
sends the request URI  ( Fi ', Ti ', i, insert ) to the CSS.

PrepareUpdate( Fi ', i, modify )  URI .

For

the

'modify'
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Fig. 3. ORT operations

operation, the value of the parameter UT is set to be ' modify'.
The Fi ' denotes the new version for data block to be updated,
i is the position of the block. The data owner replaces the
version number BVi by BVi  1 in the i -th row of ORT and

calls the algorithm TagGen to re-calculate the tag Ti ' for the
new block Fi ' . Then the data owner submits the request

URI  ( Fi ', Ti ', i, modify ) to the CSS.

PrepareUpdate(null , i, delete)  URI . For deleting blocks,
the value of the parameter UT is set to be 'delete'. The data
owner just needs to delete the i -th row in ORT and move
forward the entries from the ( i  1 )-th row to the tail in order.
The corresponding BP values of the moved entries decrease 1
while the BI and BV remain unchanged. After that, the data
owner sends the request URI  (null , null , i, delete) to the CSS.
ExecUpdate(URI )  {Success, Fail} . When the CSS receives
the update request URI from the data owner, it updates the file
blocks and tags according to the value of URI . For the case of
'insert', the CSS inserts the new block Fi ' to the file and the

new tag Ti ' to the tag list, which are both at the i position; For
the case of 'modify', the CSS replaces the old version of the
block and tag at the position i with the new input pair
( Fi ', Ti ') ; and for the case of 'delete', CSS only needs to delete
the block and tag pair at the position i . When finishing the
work rightly, the CSS returns Success to the data owner,
otherwise returns Fail .

C. Optimized Implementation of ORT
Fig. 3 reveals the changing process of the ORT for different
types of dynamic operations. Obviously, ORT is a linear data
structure. So array and linked list are two traditional means for
implementing ORT [18, 25]. However, using array has
advantage over the element location but brings great costs on
'insert' and 'modify' operations, which have to copy and move
all the elements behind the insert or modify index. Using linked
list to realize ORT will remove the cost of element coping and
moving and just needs to move node pointers which spends
nearly negligible cost. But it increases massive overhead on
nodes location for retrieving, inserting and modifying elements
especially when the data size is big. Thus, to get better
accessing efficiency, we present a novel hybrid data structure
for realizing ORT, which is composed of array and doubly
linked list. We integrate the array's merit to narrow the range of

location, and the linked list's merit to speed the insert or delete
operation. As a result, we can reduce the overhead of update
ORT to nearly constant. As shown in Fig.4, we will depict the
process of different operations based on our new structure and
give the efficiency analysis.
Initialize. At first, we create a doubly linked list and map all
entries of ORT to be nodes of the list with the same order. Since
the doubly linked list is an ordered linear structure which
implicitly contains the BP values of the nodes, each node only
needs to store the BI and BV values. And then we split the
entire doubly linked list into a number of sub-lists with constant
length and create a pointer array to store the head node of each
sub-list. Suppose the count of all nodes is N , the length for the
sub-list is L , the size for the pointer array is W , then it has
W  ⌈ N L ⌉.
Locate position. When locating the node at position V , we
first compute the index W ' of the sub-list which the node
belongs to by the equation W '  ⌊ (V  1) L ⌋, and then move
the node pointer backward by (V  W ' L  1) times from the
head node. Compared with linked list, we can use the hybrid
data structure to reduce the average location cost on pointer
movement from N 2 to L 2 .
Support operations. Upon fixing the operation position, we
can insert or delete node easily which only need to move
pointers for four times.
Reconstruct. After inserting or deleting nodes, the length of
the doubly linked list will change. In order to keep the constant
length of the sub-lists, it requires to reset the head node of the
sub-lists behind the operation position. Thus, along with the
overhead on locating, the average costs on inserting and
deleting node is (W  L) 2 , which is very small compared with
linked list.
Fig.4 demonstrates the detailed process for dynamic
operations on the hybrid data structure, in which PA denotes
the pointer array, each node contains the values of BI and BV
jointed by ' & ' and the length of the sub-list is set to 100.
IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

The proposed RDPC scheme is proved secure under the
security model in sub-section II.D.
A. Security Proof
Theorem 1. If both the hash function and the homomorphic
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Fig.4. Dynamic operations on hybrid data structure with 100 nodes for each sub-list

hash function are collision free, the proposed RDPC protocol is
secure against the security model defined in II.D.
Proof: Given the challenged file F which is divided into n
blocks as F  ( F1 , F2 ,, Fn ) . Furthermore, Fi is divide into

m sectors as Fi  ( f1i , f 2i , , f mi ) . The challenger 
simulates the game for data possession with the adversary
 as follows.
Setup.  executes KeyGen algorithm to obtain the

homomorphic key K and private key sk . Both of them are
kept secretly by  .
Tag query. At any time  can query the tag of any block Fi
for 1  i  n .  maintains a list of tuples (i, Fi , Ti ) named
Tab1 . When  sends a tag query for the pair (i, Fi ) , 

checks whether the tuple (i, Fi ,*) has existed in Tab1 . If

(i, Fi ,*)  Tab1 , then  retrieves (i, Fi , Ti ) and returns Ti to

 . Otherwise,  computes Ti by the TagGen algorithm,
adds (i, Fi , Ti ) to Tab1 and returns Ti to  .
Proof verification query. At any time  can launch the proof
verification query to  .  adaptively chooses several blocks
with their tags queried from  and generates a proof for the
selected blocks.  sends the proof to  and requests  to
response the verification result.  calls the Verify algorithm
to check the proof and returns the result to  .
Challenge.  randomly picks two values k1 , k2  Z q* and the
number of challenged blocks c . It is required that every pair
(l , Fl ) should exist in Tab1 where l  { (k1 , i) | 1  i  c} .

Then  sends the challenge chal  {c, k1 , k2 } to  and

requests  to reply a data possession proof P of the
challenged blocks.
Forge.  produces a proof P '  ( F ', T ') of the challenge

chal  {c, k1 , k2 }

and

sends

it

to



,

where

F '  ( F1 ', F2 ',, Fm ') .

If

P '  ( F ', T ')

can

pass

the

verification,  wins the game.
Intuitively, the adversary  can not obtain a valid proof
without possessing the challenged blocks. Then we will prove
that if  doesn't maintain the whole file, the probability that
 wins the game of data possession is negligible.
Output. Suppose the adversary  wins the game, which
means that the proof P '  ( F ', T ') can pass the equation (1).
That is ( hvaii   gtFt ' ) sk mod p  T ' , where vi   (k1 , i ) ,
c

m

i 1

t 1

ai   (k2 , i ) for 1  i  c . At the same time, we consider the
expected proof for the challenge chal  {c, k1 , k2 } from an

honest CSS is P  ( F , T ) , where F  ( F1 , F2 , , Fm ) . Due to
the correctness of the protocol, we can get
( hvaii   gtFt ) sk mod p  T
c

m

i 1

t 1

according

to

verification

equation (1). Comparing the F ' in P ' and the F in P , there
are only two cases: F '  F or F '  F . If F '  F , we can get
that at least one Fi ' is not equal to Fi for any 1  i  m . Let
we define  Fi  Fi ' Fi , † T  T '

T

,

then we have

† T  ( g t Fi ) sk mod p . It is noted that there exist some  Fi
m

t 1

not equal to zero, and the aggregate tag T ' is not equal to T .
Moreover, the sk and gt for 1  t  m are random values,
which keep constant through the whole interaction process.
Thus, from the adversary view, sk and gt for 1  t  m are
independent of the equation † T  ( g t Fi ) sk mod p . We
m

t 1

consider the best case for the adversary  , that is only one
 Fx ( 1  x  m ) is not zero. Then the probability that the
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data dynamics

number of verification
server computation
complexity
user computation
complexity
communication
complexity

TABLE 1
COMPARISONS OF DIFFERENT RDPC SCHEMES

scheme of [8]

scheme of [30]

scheme of [11]

scheme of [12]

scheme of [9]

scheme of [16]

our scheme

Infinite

Infinite
O(1)

Infinite

O (log n)

Infinite

O (log n)

Finite
O(1)

Infinite

O (log n)

Infinite

O(1)

O(1)

O (log n)

O (log n)

O(1)

O (log n)

O(1)

O(1)

O(1)

O (log n)

O (log n)

O(1)

O (log n)

O(1)

No

O(1)

No

Yes

adversary  wins the game is equivalent to the probability

that  can get the right †T to satisfy † T  ( g ) mod p ,
which is at most 1 p because of the DL hard problem. Thus,
the adversary  can successfully choose the right values of
 Fx
x

sk

 Fi and †T to satisfy the equation † T  ( g t Fi ) sk mod p
m

t 1

for a concrete entry in an interaction only with negligible
probability, which is at most 1 p . Therefore, the adversary can

win the game only with the negligible probability qs p , where

qs is the number for RDPC protocol interactions between the
challenger  and the adversary  .
Based on the proof above, we know that if the adversary 
can win the game, it should have F '  F . Then, similar to [13],
we can use the capability of  to construct a knowledge
extractor to extract the challenged blocks as follows. The
extractor selects c independent coefficients a1  ac , and
challenges the blocks Fv1  Fvc with these coefficients. Then
the extractor can get m linear equations, in which the sectors in
Fv1  Fvc are treated as the variables. By challenging these

blocks for c times with different coefficients, the extractor can
get c  m independent linear equations. The extractor can solve
these equations to obtain all the sectors of the challenged blocks.
Thus, the blocks are extracted successfully. The proof is
completed.

B. Error Detection Probability
Suppose the data owner has uploaded n blocks to the CSS,
where p blocks have been modified or deleted. When the data
owner challenges the CSS with the challenge chal  (c, k1 , k2 ) ,
CSS will randomly select c different blocks determined by the
PRM function from the entire file. Let c1 denote the number of
blocks chosen from p (c1  p) modified or deleted blocks. It
is obvious that the probability of detecting the data corruption
event is equal to the probability of c1  1 . Let Pa denote this
probability value, then we have Pa  P{c1  1}  1  P{c1  1}

n  p n  p 1
n  p  c 1
. It


n
n 1
n  c 1
p
p
indicates that: 1  (1  )c  Pa  1  (1 
) c . This
n
n  c 1
equation demonstrates that to improve the error detection
probability, the data owner should adaptively increase the
number of challenged blocks especially when the proportion of

 1  P{c1  0} = 1 

Yes

Partial

Yes

8

Yes

O(1)

corrupted block is small. However, by the evaluation of
Ateniese et al. [13] when 1% blocks of the file are corrupted,
300 challenged blocks will achieve Pa  95% and 460 blocks

will achieve Pa  99% . Thus, our scheme can get a high
probability of error detecting.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The performance for the proposed scheme is evaluated in this
section. We first compare our new scheme with other RDPC
schemes in term efficiency. Then we show the experimental
results for our new scheme.

A. Efficiency Evaluation
Our scheme is built on a secure homomorphic hash function
and supports fully dynamic operations about blocks including
insertion, deletion and modification. A new light weight data
structure called ORT is adopted to realize dynamic operations.
By introducing a novel optimized implementation of ORT, we
reduce the cost of accessing ORT to nearly constant level.
Meanwhile, our scheme has no restrictions on the verification
times and challenged block numbers, which can be set freely by
the data owners according to their requirements. To
demonstrate the features of our scheme, we list the
comprehensive efficiency comparison for our scheme with the
state-of-the-art in Table1. Further, we will analyze the detailed
cost of our RDPC scheme.
Computation cost: Let Tmul , Texp , T prf , T prp , Thash , Tadd

denote the time cost for multiplication, modular exponentiation,
pseudo-random number generation, permutation operation,
hash operation and addition operation respectively. Setup
algorithm runs on the data owner side, it is responsible for
outputting homomorphic key and private key. The computation
cost of Setup cannot be confirmed strictly because it is related

to the means for generating big primes p , q and the vector g .
Thus we are unable to give the specific theoretical values of the
Setup computation cost, but we will show the real time spend
in the experiment later, which can give us a more clear
knowledge than the theoretical analysis. However, Setup will
run only once in system. No matter how much time it costs, the
influence on the computation overhead of the data owner is
very little. Thus, we ignore the Setup cost in the following
analysis about the computations cost for the data owner.
In the TagGen stage, the main computation is the n tags
generation, whose computation cost is n(m  1)Texp + nmTmul
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cTprf + cTprp + cThash + (c  m  1)Texp + (c  m  1)Tmul . Therefore,

the total computation cost for the data owner is upper bound by
( nm  n  m  c  1)Texp + (nm  c  m  1)Tmul + (c  n)Thash
+ cTprf + cTprp .
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Setup time cost on different size level of p . To improve the
accuracy, we run the simulations for different cycles from 20 to
100, the result is shown in Fig.5. As observed, the time cost of
Setup is relatively stable at 0.15s and 1.3s for | p | =512 and
1024 respectively, which is very low and acceptable.

The computation cost of CSS mainly depends on the
algorithm ProofGen used to generate the proof of data

possession, which is cTprp + cTprf + (2c  1)Tmul + (c  1)Tadd

+ cTexp in total.

Storage cost: In our scheme, the storage cost of the data
owner only contains homomorphic key, private key and the
ORT, which is upper bound by 2 | p | + (m  1) | q | + 12n . As
for the storage cost of CSS, it includes two parts: file and tags,
so the upper bound of the CSS storage cost is nm | q | + n | p | .
Communication cost: In a complete process of challenge, the
data owner first sends the challenge chal  (c, k1 , k2 ) to CSS,

then CSS returns the proof ( F , T ) to the data owner. So the

communication cost for the challenge is log c + (m  2) | q |

+| p |.

B. Experimental results
We implement a prototype for the proposed RDPC scheme
using C program language with MIRACL library [40], Pairing
Based Cryptography (PBC) Library [41], and GNU Multiple
arithmetic Precision (GMP) Library [42]. Simultaneously, we
implement Yang's scheme [18] and make a number of
simulations to compare the efficiency of them. The experiments
are conducted on the VMware Workstation 10 with the
Ubuntukylin-15.10-desktop-i386 operating system. The
VMware workstation has the configuration of 4GB Ram, 1CPU
and 20G disk, and the host computer of the VMware
Workstation is the Lenovo Laptop L440 with Win7 operation
system, Core i7-4712MQ @2.3GHz CPU, 8G Ram. Yang's
scheme is realized by using the Type A elliptic curve of the
PBC with the 160-bit group order, which can achieve the
equivalent security level of 1024-bit RSA.

Fig 6. Tag generation computation cost

Furthermore, we make experiments to evaluate the
computation cost of tag generation. We set | p | =1024,

| q | =257 in our scheme and both the two schemes have the
same number of sectors in each block. We evaluate and
compare the block tag generation computation cost of our
scheme and Yang's scheme under different number of sectors.
The experiment results are shown in Fig.6. We can see that the
computation cost of the two schemes is linear with the count of
the sector. For example, generating the tag of one block with
512 sectors costs about 1.4s in Yang's scheme and only about
0.42s in our scheme. Moreover, the growth rate of the tag
generation computation cost in Yang's scheme is higher than
ours with the count of sectors increasing. Thus, our scheme is
more efficient and feasible.

Fig 7. Computation cost of proof generation

Fig. 5. Setup time cost

Firstly, we evaluate the time cost of our Setup algorithm,
which is mostly depend on the size of parameter p and q .
Following the suggested block size-16KB, we set sector size to
256bit, | q | =257 and m  512 , then we mainly consider the

Fig 8. Computation cost of verification
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Fig.7 and Fig.8 show the computation cost of proof generation
and verification with the parameters of | p | =1024 and

| q | =257. The count of sectors in each block is 512. Because
the computation cost of proof generation and verification
mainly depend on the number of challenged blocks, we conduct
these experiments for different challenged block count. Fig.7
and Fig.8 show the experiment results, from which we can find
that both the cost for verification and proof generation increases
with the number of the challenged blocks. For proof generation,
our scheme has a big advantage comparing to Yang's scheme.
For verification, the overhead of our scheme is a little bigger
than Yang's scheme when the challenged block count is less
than about 220. However, with the challenged block count
increasing, Yang's overhead increases fast and exceeds ours
greatly after the 220 challenged blocks. According to reference
[13], using 460 blocks will detect 1% fraction of misbehavior
on 1GB file with 99% confidence. In Yang's scheme, to
challenge 460 blocks, it will cost about 3.1s for proof
generation and 1.2s for verification. It only costs 0.52s and 0.8s
in our scheme respectively. Therefore, our RDPC scheme is
more feasible.

array for these dynamic block operations [43]. Thus, our
method is the most efficient one.
VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we study the issue for integrity checking of data
files outsourced to remote server and propose an efficient
secure RDPC protocol with data dynamic. Our scheme employs
a homomorphic hash function to verify the integrity for the files
stored on remote server, and reduces the storage costs and
computation costs of the data owner. We design a new
lightweight hybrid data structure to support dynamic operations
on blocks which incurs minimum computation costs by
decreasing the number of node shifting. Using our new data
structure, the data owner can perform insert, modify or delete
operation on file blocks with high efficiency. The presented
scheme is proved secure in existing security model. We
evaluate the performance in term of community cost,
computation cost and storage cost. The experiments results
indicate that our scheme is practical in cloud storage.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

Fig 9. Time cost for different types of ORT

In order to demonstrate the efficiency of our hybrid data
structure in terms of block updates, we conduct another 'insert
blocks' experiment on 1GB file. The size of block is set to be
16KB, the total count of blocks is 65536. We realize the ORT
by array, linked list and our hybrid data structure respectively.
Based on these three types of ORT, we frequently insert blocks
to random positions of the file. We run the experiments 1000
times for each condition, the average time cost is shown in Fig
9. It notes that we set the length of sub-list in our new hybrid
structure to 100.
As observed, with the increasing number of inserted blocks,
the time cost of the two traditional implementation for ORT
( array and linked list) [18, 25] is almost increasing linearly
while our new method keeps nearly constant at a very low level.
Thus, our scheme has great advantages compared with the other
two. In addition, as well known, MHT is also used to support
dynamic operations for RDPC [17, 19]. However, to insert or
delete blocks, it needs to first find the precise position of the
block in MHT and then reconstruct the MHT tree. Besides, the
hash values of the new block node and all the leaf nodes whose
path changes after block operations should be recalculated. It is
easy to prove that MHT will cost greater overhead even than
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